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LIFE-CHANGINGSTRATEGIESFOREMPOWERINGYOURWORK

Want more purpose, power and peace at work? Maybe it’s time to change how you work! Whether 
you’re an employee or volunteer, owner or retiree, laborer or professional, a student or a parent, 
you may be experiencing frustration, exhaustion, or ambivalence in your day-to-day activities 
because of lies you believe about your work. 
 
InIn The Work Exchange, we learn how to turn everything around, and exchange those lies about our 
work for God’s truth. This six-session learning experience is full of practical ideas for glorifying 
God in the actual work we do, whatever it is. Each session uncovers a lie Satan wants us to believe 
about work, the truth of what Scripture says about work, and the Biblical strategy for working 
differently—so we can exchange the lie for the truth!

SESSION

The Blessing of Work

The Purpose of Work

The Power for Work

The Joy of Work

The Soul of Work

The Influence of WorkThe Influence of Work

THE LIE

Work is a curse

Work isn’t ministry

Work is all on my shoulders

Work doesn’t maer

Work is who I am

Working is bringing people to JesusWorking is bringing people to Jesus

THEEXCHANGE

Work as for the Lord 

Work to serve 

Work with Him

Work for God's reward 

Work in Christ's identity 

Work at being JesusWork at being Jesus

THETRUTH

Work is a blessing

Work is full-time ministry

Work is a team effort 

Work maers to God

Work shows whose I am

Work is being Jesus to peopleWork is being Jesus to people

EVERYONE WORKS. 



The Work Exchange is an interactive experience that incorporates 

learning elements for every learning style. Participants will: 

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS

The Work Exchange is designed to 

be experienced either with an 

in-person facilitator or using a guided 

video. The learning experience 

works best with small groups, or 

with large groups that can break with large groups that can break 

up into smaller discussion groups.

AVAILABLEATTHEWORKEXCHANGEORG

CONVENENOWCOM TALBOTEDU/CFWE

EMPOWERYOURWORK…WHATEVERITIS

SEE video clips and written insights 
from 60+ prominent experts on faith 
and work 

DISCUSS thought-provoking questions 
that engage and challenge

COLLABORATE on group activities 
to apply the principles to real life

HEAR in-depth Biblically-based content 


